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Cause of Stair Failure:
Inadequate connection of the stair stringers to the landing header was the proximate cause of the stair
failure. The loading experienced by the stair would not have caused a competent stair to fail. The
carpenter did not build stairs that were capable of withstanding the loads required by the building code.
Overview of Stair Location:
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Overview Photos of Failed Stairs By Owner

Photo 100_0988

Photo 100_0992 View from deck above stairs

Exhibit 1 at Deposition:

Photo 100_0988 was cropped when shown as Exhibit #1 at 9/14/12 deposition of carpenter.
Detached inboard stringer (adjacent to house) was cropped out of the exhibit photo. Detached center
stringer is barely visible in exhibit photo.

Close-up of stringer attachment area within Photo 100_0988:
Stairs failed when two of the three stringers detached from header at lower landing as shown:

The inboard stringer (adjacent to the house, but not attached to the house) was toe-nailed to the landing
header with three nails on the visible outside. These three nails can be seen in photo above at white
horizontal arrow. There were no toe nails on the house side of the inboard stringer. On the back side of
the landing header, there is evidence of three nails originally installed through the header into the end of
the stringer. These nails are no longer present. Empty holes once containing nails are visible and shown
in photos below.
The center stringer also detached from the landing header. There is no evidence of toe-nails in this
photo. There is a nail from the backside of the landing header into the end grain of the stringer
(red/dashed vertical arrow). This nail is loaded in withdrawl. Loading nails in withdrawl creates a weak
connection that cannot be relied upon. During my examination, I found evidence of three nails through
the back side of the landing header into the end grain of the center stringer. No evidence of toe nails was
found on the center stringer.
Outboard stringer, furthest from house did not detach. It is attached to landing header with two toe-nails
(black angled arrow).

Details of Current Attachment of Stringers to Landing Header:
When stairs were repaired, the same three stringers were re-used. The stringers were reattached and
metal hangers were installed.
Inboard Stringer 1:
Connection between inboard stringer (adjacent to house) and landing header:
House side of inboard stringer (not painted)

No evidence of toe-nails driven through the house side of the inboard stringer into the landing header.
One of the toe-nails driven from the other side of the stringer did not penetrate the landing header, but
came through the stringer on the opposite side (white arrow). This nail provided no support. Newly
installed metal hanger connects stringer to landing header (red/dashed vertical arrow). Hanger installed
is intended for floor joist and not a stringer. Hanger is improperly installed.

Inboard Stringer 1:
Outside of inboard stringer (painted):

Three toe-nails were driven from the outside of the stringer into the landing header (white arrows).
Newly installed metal hanger connects stringer to landing header (red/dashed vertical arrow). Hanger
installed is intended for floor joist and not a stringer. Hanger is improperly installed.

Inboard Stringer 1:
Inside of header at attachment of inboard stringer:

Evidence of three nails driven through landing header into the end grain of the inboard stringer (adjacent
to the house) is shown by white arrows. Nails were not reinserted after hanger was installed. Note
screws from new hanger protrude through single layer 2” x 8” header.

Center Stringer 2:
Connection between center stringer and landing header:
House side center stringer:

No evidence of toe-nails driven through the house side of the center stringer into the landing header.
Newly installed metal hanger connects stringer to landing header. Hanger installed is intended for floor
joist and not a stringer. Hanger is improperly installed.

Center Stringer 2:
Outside center stringer:

No evidence of toe-nails driven through the outside of the center stringer into the landing header. Newly
installed metal hanger connects center stringer to landing header. Hanger installed is intended for floor
joist and not a stringer. Hanger is improperly installed.

Center Stringer 2:
Inside of header at attachment of center stringer:

Evidence of three nails driven through landing header into the end grain of the stringer adjacent to the
house is shown by white arrows. Top two nails were not reinserted after hanger was installed. Note
screws from new hanger protrude through single layer 2” x 8” header.

Outboard Stringer 3:
Connection between outboard stringer (furthest from house) and landing header:
House side outboard stringer:

Evidence of three toe-nails driven through the house side of the outboard stringer into the landing header
is shown by white arrows. Newly installed metal hanger connects stringer to landing header. Hanger
installed is intended for floor joist and not a stringer. Hanger is improperly installed.

Outboard Stringer 3:
Outside outboard stringer:

Evidence of two toe-nails driven through the outside of the outboard stringer into the landing header is
shown by white arrows. These two toenails are also visible in the photo taken by owner just after the
stair failure (see above). Newly installed metal hanger connects outboard stringer to landing header.
Hanger installed is intended for floor joist and not a stringer. Hanger is improperly installed.

Outboard Stringer 3:
Inside of header at attachment of outboard stringer:

No evidence of nails driven through landing header into the end grain of the outboard stringer is visible
due to railing posts.

Building Code Requirements:
6th Edition of Massachusetts Building Code was applicable during construction of stairs.
Code does not explicitly state how many fasteners are required or method for the stringer to header
connection.
Applicable code provisions:
 Table 1606.1:
o Design live load for stairs is 100 psf (pounds per square foot).
 2303.1 Structural Design:
o “All structural wood members and connections shall be of sufficient size or capacity to
carry all design loads as required by 780 CMR 16”
 The closest code paragraph that would apply to this connection
o 2305.6.2 Support and anchorage on walls or beams
 “Joists shall bear on walls of beams of wood or steel not less than 1-1/2” or shall
be supported by metal stirrups, hangers, or a nominal 2” wood ledger strip.”
 Paragraph describes requirement for joists, I think this would be considered the
minimum for stringers
 Using proper hanger would meet these requirements

Details of Other Issues
Header under Stair Stringers:
In his deposition, carpenter mentioned that he installed a header under the stair stringers for support.
There is no evidence that a header was ever installed under stair stringers. The diagram below shows a
typical header configuration in red as indicated by black arrow.

There are no nail holes or other indications anything was installed near the mid-span of the stair
stringers. If such a header were installed, there is no interference with a door to the garage under the
stair stringers.

Current Metal Hangers Used to Support Stair Stringers:
The hangers installed are intended for floor joists. The joist hangers are not installed with the proper
fasteners. Not all nail holes in the hangers are used properly. The joist hangers can work but are
probably not best for this connection.
I spoke with hanger manufacturer. They do not make a specific hanger for this connection because
stringers usually terminate on top of intermediate landing.
This hanger could work.
http://www.strongtie.com/ftp/catalogs/c-2013/C-2013-p085.pdf

This clip could work also:
http://www.strongtie.com/ftp/catalogs/c-2013/C-2013-p192.pdf
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